Nanogels for regenerative medicine.
Nanogels have been widely explored for drug delivery, but their applications in the tissue engineering field are still quite recent. Regenerative medicine also demands controlled delivery of growth factors and other active substances able to promote cell adhesion and guide cell differentiation and tissue formation. Moreover, nanogels could be added to tissue scaffolds for modifying their inner architecture, texture and mechanical properties, which are critical for regulating cell behavior. This review aims to provide an insight into the different roles that nanogels may play for improving tissue regeneration. Last decade literature has been carefully analyzed with a focus on in vivo outcomes. After an introductory section to nanogels, relevant examples of their performance for skin and bone tissue regeneration applications are discussed. Healing of chronic wounds and critical size bone fractures may significantly improve thanks to the use of nanogels solely or in combination with scaffolds. Nanogel roles in regenerating vessels, cardiac tissue, urothelium and urethral muscle tissue are also presented. Overall, the information gathered in the review clearly highlights the relevance of multidisciplinary approaches to design nanogels that can face up to the needs of the regenerative medicine. Nanogels may help bring together researchers working in active ingredient formulation, controlled release, nanomechanics, tissue engineering and scaffolding with the common purpose of developing clinically relevant tools for the complete regeneration of complex tissues.